Abstract

In the final decades of the twentieth century, the Blessed Padre Pio da Pietrelcina (1887–1968) became a 'saint' of global nature. It is most exceptional for the cult of a saint to acquire such dimensions in so short a time. Further, this is the story not of someone with a modern profile of sanctity, but someone who on the contrary answers to the traditional model of sanctity, and whose cult is moreover characterized by an instrumental devotional repertoire. Despite this 'classic' model, his person and cult are extremely ambiguous. This article describes and analyzes the processes which have brought and continue to bring about this, and the recent development of the cult in Italy. By these processes a controversial cult, often associated with anti-ecclesiastical devotional activities and of limited scope, has become one of the most important and irreproachable in Italy. In part through the personal support of Pope John Paul II, in about a decade Padre Pio has grown from a shrivelled up and controversial fundamentalist concept to an almost inviolable national saint, who is beginning to become a part of the Italian identity.

The power of his cult is so strong – a devotional avalanche – that it has sidelined other cults, and to an increasingly large degree defines the Italian sacred landscape. The Pio cult encroaches on other devotions, and moreover is becoming its own competitor: to an increasing degree Pio's central pilgrimage site at San Giovanni Rotondo is losing pilgrims to the secondary pilgrimage site at Pietrelcina and to the hundreds of chapels and local shrines that have sprung up the length of Italy.
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Visitors to Italy in the final years of the twentieth century encountered important questions about the nature of popular devotions. How is it possible that veneration for the Capuchin Padre Pio has taken on such massive proportions in recent years? Certainly, as an individual he already enjoyed great popularity some decades before, but the immense wave of devotion to Pio that has possessed Italy since the mid-1990s is quite unprecedented. Never before in the history of Christendom has the cult of a saint expanded so rapidly and so intensely.

The cult surrounding the Padre, beatified on 2 May 1950, is so intense that it has diminished, overtaken or even entirely replaced older local devotions. As a result, the Italian devotional landscape has been both expanded and levelled down by Padre Pio in recent years. Patterns and mechanisms of devotional competition are not unusual, but in the case of Pio, their extent, intensity and speed are exceptional. Everything to do with him is in superlatives. Thus not only has a unique devotion grown up around this Capuchin, but he can himself be termed 'destructor devotions', the suppressor of cults. In this article, I examine the nature and growth of his cult, and the reduction and displacement of, or symbiosis with, other devotions that has accompanied it.

The person

Enough books to fill a library have been written about Padre Pio,1 and extensive archives have been collected.2 Padre Pio was born as Francesco Forgione on 25 May 1887, in the village of Pietrelcina, about 100 kilometres north-east of Naples. As a child he was already deeply religious, had mystical experiences, and tried to emulate St Francis of Assisi. At the age of 15 he entered the Capuchin monastery at Morcone, taking the name Pio. He moved from one Capuchin community to another until he found his ultimate home at the monastery of Santa Maria delle Grazie in San Giovanni Rotondo, a small city in the impoverished southern Italian region of Apulia, near the Adriatic Sea. Although suffering from poor health and an additional self-imposed strict ascetic regime, he began his work for the area's needy residents. His spiritual gifts and stigmata became widely known. As a result he became – and remained until his death on 23 September 1968 – the most important confessor and spiritual adviser in the monastery.

He was the proverbial 'living legend', a person who literally lived 'in the odour of sanctity', who had a multitude of devotees and critics, chiefly in Italy but also in other countries. His life was marked by his peculiar gifts, both his penetrating manner of hearing confession and saying the Mass, and his stigmata and miraculous powers. From the beginning of his life in the Church, much has been written about him. But just as many details about his life are shrouded in mystery, so also are the sources. Despite the deluge of material, it is difficult to find trustworthy, verifiable sources on him and his cult. A good deal has been written (much of it exaggerated) about him, but most of the authentic documents are kept in sealed archives. The extensive dossier for the beatification process may be considered one of the most trustworthy sources. In view of the historical/critical methods which are in principle used for the compilation of such dossiers today, this is presumably the best source for his life.3 Ecclesiastical and theological parameters are likewise applicable for the interpretation of the extraordinary phenomena surrounding him, the treatment of the miracles he performed, and
his spirituality. Further, various editions of sources have been compiled, several better, but none the less hagiographically tinged, biographies have been written, and a more or less scholarly journal devoted to Padre Pio has begun appearing recently. For further information about him and his life, I refer the reader to these biographies.

As more is written about him, he appears to take on ever more mythic dimensions. The number of analytic studies by scholars in such fields as the history of religion, religious sociology or ethn-o-anthropology has been as small as the stream of religious and hagiographically tinged, apologetic Pio literature in recent years has been great. The significance of Pio and his cult has been given limited attention in the surveys of modern religious history.

The Pio controversy

The problems involved in investigating and explaining the mystification surrounding his person and cult are perhaps connected with the problems that Pio experienced with the ecclesiastical hierarchy. In brief, the issues are these:

At the beginning of the 1920s the Friar Minor Agostino Gemelli visited Pio as apostolic visitor from Pope Pius XI, and after his investigations established a diagnosis of ‘hysteria’ and ‘fanaticism’. Suspicions had begun to develop around Pio in 1918, after he was found to bear the stigmata, an extreme form of imitatio Christi. In 1919 the phenomenon became generally known outside the monastery, and a flow of pilgrims began which this day has not ceased. Later, the paranormal phenomena surrounding his person multiplied. In part on the basis of information from local clergy, the Holy Office pronounced a solemn and public judgement on Pio. His religiosity had crossed the boundary into fanaticism, and the Vatican desired that he no longer be visited by the faithful. In 1922 the Holy Office was already contemplating his removal from the cloister. Warnings and disciplinary measures were repeated in the years that followed. In 1931 the Congregation forbade him to carry out activities as a priest. The only thing he was permitted was the private celebration of Mass in a chapel in the monastery. Because the resulting tense relationship between the monastery and the Vatican urgently needed a solution, a new visitor was appointed, a Capuchin. He saw in Pio a ‘man of God’, and on his authority the restrictions were lifted. On 16 July 1933, Pius XI restored him to his rank as priest and allowed him to say Mass publicly again. Since then his fame and popularity gradually spread until, in 1960, at the time of the aggiornamento of Pope John XXIII, who took a critical attitude towards cults, the Holy See instituted another investigation into San Giovanni Rotondo. Among other things, financial and administrative irregularities were alleged: his fellow monks were using him as a ‘gold mine’. His devotees were accused of religious fanaticism and the Capuchins administrators were labelled ‘careless and incompetent’. The highest authorities of the Capuchins forbade the priests at San Giovanni Rotondo to organize pilgrimages. In 1966 the Archbishop of Gorizia once again received a papal order, this time to carry out an investigation of devotional practices within the monastery. At first heavy opposition from Rome continued, but the devotion became so extensive that it could no longer be stopped. Whereas John XXIII remained critical of all paranormal phenomena and religious fanaticism, in 1971 Pope Paul VI was already speaking about Pio in a positive manner as a man ‘of prayer and suffering’. From the beginning of his pontificate John Paul II, who himself has visited San Giovanni Rotondo three times, has encouraged the devotion. His first visit, as a priest in the diocese of Cracow, took place in 1947; his second, as Archbishop of Cracow, in 1974; and the last, as Pope, on 23 May 1987, as inscribed on a marble memorial plaque in the Pio crypt.

Despite the beatification and world-wide devotion, the stories about Padre Pio as impostor, the holy deceiver, have never entirely ceased, and in fact past judgements and bans pronounced by the Vatican have never been formally lifted. There has been a long tradition of internal conflict within the Vatican between the credulous and the non-credulous. Until the arrival of Pope John Paul II the counter-forces were sufficiently strong to hold back the beatification process. However, the present Pope, with his Polish spirituality, has given devotion to saints a new importance during his pontificate, and it was he who on 29 November 1982 signed the decree introducing the cause for canonization. Only in 1997 did Padre Pio receive the title of ‘Venerable’ as a ‘Servant of God’, and he was beatified in 1999.

As the monastery of San Giovanni Rotondo was under the direct administration and supervision of the Vatican, it was not possible for the Capuchins there to begin such a cause on their own. It is noteworthy that no statue of Padre Pio stood in the church at San Giovanni Rotondo, although millions of images of him had already been disseminated across the world. Shortly after his death, a statue was placed outside the church by the marquee in the square where pilgrims lit candles and which functioned as one of the central points of devotion. After the beatification the placing of a similar image was also permitted in the church of pilgrimage.

In the meantime, in 2001, new rumours about financial irregularities began making the rounds, and once again an inspector from the Vatican was sent to the Capuchin monastery.

The formal beatification process provided an impetus for the independent Roman psychiatrist Luigi Cancrini to study Padre Pio’s personality and make a psychiatric diagnosis. On the basis of the internationally accepted diagnostic standards set out in the DSM IV, he found evidence of dissonant trance coupled with obsession and loss of identity, and a hysterical personality disorder. Technically one of the hysterical personality disorders, this is accompanied by exaggerated emotionality, and has wide variations in expression, including self-dramatization and demands for attention.
Categorizing cults: traditional and instrumental

How should the cult surrounding Padre Pio be categorized? There are many interpretations resulting not only from his controversial position, but also from the power and extent of the cult, which embraces both modern and traditional forms. In some respects it has the characteristics of a traditional cult of a person who, on the basis of the qualities ascribed to him by his devotees, was being viewed as ‘a saint’ from an early stage in his life.

People’s saint

The cult is unmistakably ‘a popular devotion’, as can be seen not only from its extent but also from a demographic analysis of its devotees: men and women, young and old, rich and poor, from well educated to poorly schooled.22 This is overwhelmingly apparent in Italy, where almost the whole country has ‘gone down on its knees’ for him, and appears to be ‘into Pio’. This can very easily be confirmed empirically by looking around the country any day, and asking questions. Pio has become a new father figure in the Italian devotional tradition, a modern successor to ‘national’ saints in the line of Francis of Assisi and Anthony of Padua.23 In recognition of this, during the beatification the Pope described him as ‘a son of Italy’. In 2000, a pilgrim rendered this on the banner of a group of pilgrims to San Giovanni Rotondo as ‘Padre Pio – Padre Mio’.

In Italy Padre Pio is at one and the same time ‘a people’s saint’ and a myth. Countless people are in contact with him in one way or another and constantly report remarkable experiences in relation to his person. Padre Pio is mythic because critical questions can no longer be posed about him or his cult, a clear indication to everybody that he is ‘holy’ and that the forces he generates are convincing and reasonable. Padre Pio is no longer open to discussion, and very few people publicly raise questions about him. A sort of national consensus exists on him and all the miraculous phenomena. This does not mean that no more criticism is forthcoming from clerical or secular circles, or that there is no longer any hostility towards him. The population as a whole, however, those holding such views have become a minority, indeed an almost negligible percentage.24 Pio often enjoys a special status among the residents of San Giovanni Rotondo, who as a rule take a critical attitude towards the institutional Church and include a comparatively large number of non-churchgoers. While critics of Padre Pio may often express an aversion to the hype surrounding him and his cult, in spiritual terms they often acknowledge a peculiar attachment to him. The number of his critics inside and outside the Church has declined markedly since his formal beatification. Because of the almost unassailable, sacrosanct status Padre Pio has today, those who remain sceptical about him are more restrained about expressing their criticisms in public.

The myth around Padre Pio has, however, also taken on new dimensions. Although for many he is a miracle worker, others try to distance that image in order to highlight a different aspect of his spiritual significance: the real miracle is not his healing powers but the whole movement, the many conversions it has gained and the construction of a modern hospital.25 In 2000 Archbishop Ruppi of Lecce put it like this: ‘Pio’s real miracle is that so many people come and that such a huge movement has been created’.26 Or might this be seen as a typical statement from Pio’s doubters: to cite something (the mass movement) as possible evidence for that which still remains to be proved (his authenticity)?

His devotees often cite as one of the most remarkable things about him is that despite all the fuss about him he always went on being himself, continued to pray and behave as he always had. This is repeatedly given as an example of his extreme humility. Perhaps his submissiveness acts as a reassurance for Italians collectively, making him represent all that Italians themselves cannot or will not be. For one northern Italian, not an outspoken Pio devotee, his extreme humility was in itself a sufficient reason to consider the stigmata possible.27 In other aspects too the Pio cult can be regarded as a popular devotion. It is remarkable that in a country with such strongly culturally determined views about ‘hygiene’ and la belle ãpe, where Pio is considered a broad affinity has arisen for things for which people, generally speaking, feel great aversion, such as personal confrontation with body fluids.28 There is great adoration for Pio’s wounds and blood, and all sorts of dirty, stained and unwashed items of clothing are displayed and revered, and rather repulsive photographs are constantly in view. Furthermore, Padre Pio’s iconographic representation bears no relation to the usual ideal images of sainthood, or of beauty. The material expression of the cult takes the rather primitive form of cheap mass production. The image literally created for Pio is that of a bent old man whose lined face is not idealized in the crude reproduction techniques. This could be interpreted as the modern iconography of affliction, of Pio’s humility and noble suffering.29

Motivations

Suffering and humility are among the motives for pilgrimaggio cited by Pio devotees. For instance, a pilgrim wrote, ‘With P. Pio I am constantly impressed by his suffering during his life: [I] dedicate my suffering to his honour and glory, and ask that my prayers be heard’.29 The pilgrims are eager to visit his grave, to gain a sense of communion in his suffering and in his spiritual depth, and to commend their personal intentions to him. These intentions can be left there in writing, and are temporarily placed on his grave overnight. For them, he is also a guide during their life: ‘He knows my problems and is a support for me. I feel that he bears me up and strengthens me’.30 He is also part of their everyday life, and his devotees communicate directly with him, ‘speak[ing] with him daily in prayer’.31 His fame as a confessor endures.31 As someone once wrote, with Pio you can ‘really go to him for everything’.32 Devotees therefore often carry a memento, and pray daily to ‘offer up’ their personal ‘difficulties’. Many members of prayer groups praise Pio as an exemplary figure because of his simplicity. They feel a
constant inner urge to return to San Giovanni Rotondo to see his cell and visit his grave.

What other motives influence the devotees who visit and venerate the shrine and the 'holy one'? Around 1985 Giuseppe Scaruglieri obtained the following percentages:35

- Pio as an 'imitator of Christ', an example of Christian life 30
- the stigmata in particular 24
- Pio's compassion, charity 19
- his miraculous powers, Pio as healer 19
- Pio as confessor 4
- Pio as a man of mystery 4

In San Giovanni Rotondo in 2000, the vice-postulant and Capuchin Di Flumeri noted the pilgrims' main motives.36 The stigmata that Pio bore for more than fifty years and his spiritual, charismatic gifts top the list, followed by his gifts of bilocation and his odour of sanctity. Of further importance is that many come to pray for grace; according to Di Flumeri people come for spiritual help more often than for material help. The hundreds of letters written every day by pilgrims deal primarily with spiritual matters, for instance: 'let me love Jesus as Pio loved Him.' According to the Capuchin the young come to San Giovanni Rotondo to 'find their heart' and 'find the good for everyday life'.

Instrumentality

For all this, the veneration of Pio is characterized by a high ritual/instrumental content, typical elements of a cult with a traditional or even archaic character.37 Padre Pio unmistakably possesses the characteristics of a miracle worker, a healing saint. During his life he continually availed himself of a wide range of instrumentational expressions of faith: stigmata, bilocation, miraculous powers, divinity, prescience, levitation, profumo di santità.38 He is a priest/healer with supernatural powers, a 'shaman', 'everybody's Cyrenean'. His devotees therefore want to achieve maximum physical contact with him. The statues of Padre Pio in San Giovanni Rotondo are touched and kissed at length, as are all spaces and objects which commemorate him. Most of the Pio memorabilia have had to be placed behind strong plexiglas in order to prevent wear and tear or theft. Pilgrims regard the mysterious flowery odour (roses, violets or incense) that many smell by his tomb as a sign of his continual presence. Such odours are also increasingly being noted outside San Giovanni Rotondo as a sign of his spiritual closeness and succour.39 Even today — years after his death — at regular intervals his devotees all over the world smell this odour, which can also be given out by objects. Once when Pio's intercession was invoked during a pregnancy in France, and the birth ultimately went well after ten months, during the delivery there was 'a lovely smell of violets, but no flowers could be seen'.40 People have also testified that while sitting in their car or riding a scooter, at the moment of his beatification in 1999 they suddenly became aware of the odour of flowers.

This instrumentality is also expressed in the veneration of relics; after the beatification, new prayer cards with relics of fabric were again printed in huge numbers. Contemporary relic production, and the demand for it, are still enormous. In 1999, because of his beatification, another million new prayer cards with the new title of 'blessed' in different languages had to be produced. Huge rolls of fabric were purchased to be made into relics of the third category by means of simply being brought into contact with other relics. Relics of the first and second category, which can be distributed among devotees only after a beatification, are still not available.41 In the meantime, on Pio Internet sites, a centurial emptor has begun appearing because relics alleged to be of the second category are being offered for large sums of money: pieces of fabric that really belong to the third category are being offered as actual fabric from Pio's habit.42 The need for material goods remains large. The Capuchins have been unable to keep the sale of regular devotional objects under control. The market has taken the upper hand, and produces the usual devotional knick for sale at the main shrines. Even so, the Capuchins still strive for a higher standard as regards the sale of accurate likenesses of Padre Pio.

Traditional model of sanctity

The cult of Padre Pio does not consist purely and solely of an instrumentally defined devotion. For instance, the former Italian Prime Minister Giulio Andreotti has been a fervent admirer of Pio all his life and appears to have carried a textbook by him as a spiritual guide at all times. In Andreotti's view, the stigmata and miracles were not as important as the way in which Pio performed the Mass, what he said, and how he saw the world. Not only Andreotti, but also those directly involved with the cult, the Capuchins, want to reduce the emphasis on his 'miraculous' side and raise his cult to a higher or more modern religious design. They think Pio could play a role in the Church's 'offensive' to renew and strengthen itself for the future. For instance, because of Pio's power to inspire people to turn over a new leaf, a specific mission could be given to his cult, with him as the 'guide for the coming millennium'.43 Concrete expressions of this effort at modernization include the systematic removal of devotional graffiti and keeping the 'popular' votive gifts — aside from some of the more 'artistic' expressions — out of sight at the shrine, putting them in storage instead.44 Despite attempts to modernize the pilgrimage site and cult, no fundamental change is really evident. As it happens, Pio stood — and stands — for everything from which the Church has tried to distance itself. In this respect, he is no modern saint. On the contrary, he pre-eminently fulfils the traditional model of sanctity, and is not the prototype of the twentieth- or twenty-first-century saint.

The cult around him has no place in the modern models of sanctity which the Church itself sees for the future.45 There is hardly a more traditional healing saint
than Padre Pio, whose instrumental and miraculous aspects have only developed in recent decades.

In its cultic forms the devotion is hardly prototypical. Pio could be characterized as 'modern' because his cult has risen to great heights in recent years, and because the Vatican — or more precisely, John Paul II — has supported traditional cults as an instrument for the restoration of the Church and a repositioning of devotional and religious life.44 Developments, however, remain ambiguous. On the one hand, following his own devotional and religious views, the Pope has stimulated a traditional, Mariological and charismatic saintliness, such as is found, for instance, in Faustina Kowalska, Escrêda de Balgaquer and Padre Pio. But these saints are not really held out as models. On the other hand is a development towards a more general modern pattern of saintliness, which can function as a direct model for the Church community and its members, a model in which, for example, Titus Brandsma, Edith Stein, Mother Teresa and Euty Hillemans obviously find their place.45

It was precisely the condemnations by the Vatican and the way that the Padre and his devotees went ahead 'against the judgement of their betters' that made Padre Pio a standard bearer. Everywhere he was appropriated by groups which themselves were developing a critical stance to the Catholic Church and/or the renewal within it, and through them he was brought into the context of 'deviant' devotions. Here, incorporation into fundamentalist religious movements in and around the Church was possible, a movement which contributed to the faster and broader dissemination of the Pio cult. Further, in Italy there arose a tight group of fedeltàsimì, who, like crusaders, sought to protect the Padre against 'intrigues' from the Vatican.46

Fundamentalist uses

After Padre Pio received the stigmata in 1918, for the rest of his life he was the subject of debate about his character and of criticism and censure by the Vatican and others. This has constantly both tainted and stimulated his cult. At the same time this positioned the cult in the 'protest' camp, on the margins of or outside the institutional Catholic Church, where most of the non-acknowledged or disqualified devotions surrounding appearances, weeping Madonnas, persons with stigmata and other forms of 'religious fanaticism' have their place. This marginalization was further strengthened by the fact that Padre Pio received several apocalyptically coloured prophecies or revelations, comparable to some of the Marian messages.47 That which was traditional in his cult also attracted reaction- ary, anti-modernist forces and brought the cult into contact with Catholics who had turned against the reforms of the Second Vatican Council. This created unintended bonds, and informal religious structures arose that ran more or less parallel to the Catholic Church.48 Pio's controversial position led to the appropriation of his person and his spirituality by diverse groups, from deeply Catholic Catholics in the Italian countryside to fanatical leaders and their 'devotees' in non-acknowledged cults. Moreover, the fact that Pio, for example in his prophetic and visionary pronouncements, regularly passed judgement on other deviant devotions, and therefore gained a considerable attraction as a spiritual guide among the visionaries involved, reinforced his place in the 'protest' camp.49 The Pio cult thus entered into a close relationship with Catholic fundamentalism.50 However controversial, Pio also had important supporters within the Catholic hierarchy who would speak up for him, through whom he could still be seen as a possible intermediary with the institutional Church. Nevertheless, Pio became one of the central connecting elements within the informal structures of modern devotions.

The appearances of Our Lady of Fatima in 1917 came to be centrally involved in the positioning and interpretation of Pio's cult.51 Since Fatima has become one of the most important seedbeds for modern Catholic fundamentalism, Pio's great devotion to her may be seen as a confirmation of that which is tradition- al and fundamentalistic in his spirituality. This can be corroborated by the parallels in the messages disseminated on the suffering of humanity and catastrophes on earth: the concerned Mother, Mary's revelations to the world in 1917, and Pio's receiving the stigmata in 1918 as a symbol of the repetition of Christ's suffering for mankind. Years later they came into contact again in what devotees saw as an extraordinary occurrence. When the authentic Fatima image was brought to San Giovanni Rotondo on its pilgrimage in August 1959, Pio was seriously ill, and hardly able to perform devotion to her while she was there. When the helicopter with the statue circled the monastery three times as a farewell before the return trip, a tremor shot through Pio's body and he called out 'Sono guarito!' He was healed immediately.52

The line connecting Pio and Fatima can be extended to Pope John Paul II via Pope John XXIII. John XXIII attempted to end religious fanaticism and sentimentality, and he wanted to keep all persons and cults involved in deviant devotions at a distance from the renewed and modernized Church. He therefore rejected the Polish Christian visionary Maria Faustina Kowalska53 and Padre Pio in 1959 and 1960 respectively.54 The two are highly comparable in many respects, in their miraculous powers, prophecies (among other things, she predicted a Polish pope), direct communications regarding Jesus' 'Misericordia', rehabilitation after vilification, and the rapid worldwide expansion of their cults. It is therefore not without significance that both were beatified by John Paul II, Pio in 1999 and Kowalska in 1993. Kowalska was then canonized in 2000, and the same process is underway for Pio. Wojtyła's personal devotion to Faustina and Pio has played an important role in this. Moreover, like Pio he is deeply devoted to Mary, and here again Fatima has a central place.55 According to John Paul II, Our Lady of Fatima was his protectress at the time of the attempt on his life in 1981. She saved him from death, just as she healed Pio. As thanks, and to strengthen Marian devotions in general, Wojtyła went to Fatima himself in the Jubilee Year, 2000, and also had the original Fatima image brought to Rome once again. To eliminate all misunderstandings and apocalyptic connotations and
Theories regarding the millennial year of 2000, Woywod at the same time revealed Fatima's third secret.58 The 'Great Evil' which formed its subject appears to have been less serious than expected, he said, signifying nothing more than a prediction of the attempt on his life.59 One encounter the theme of evil again in Pio's commitment to honor Mary and say the rosary, the prayer most often repeated within modern devotions, as a 'weapon against all evil in the world'.

There is a link to Padre Pio in almost all these modern deviant devotions. The important Marian shrine of San Domenico (Piacenza) is linked with him through the visionary Mamma Rosa. While ill in 1962, she went to a Pio prayer group near San Giovanni Rotondo, met there three times, and received the commission to begin caring for the sick, just as he did. Rosa saw Pio as a central mediator through whom God intervened to cure her and guide her further life.60 Likewise in Civitavecchia, once one of the most controversial sites where a Madonna shed tears of Blood, but recently embraced by the Church, its existence may in part be credited to Pio.61 Pio is also regularly brought in and referred to as a guiding force in the Creation or development of a cult. Sometimes the Capuchin enjoys only a complementary function, as in the case of Manduria, where the shrine of the Madonna dell'Eucaristìa was accidentally enriched with a statue of Pio and where at the same time the town council, 'just by chance', decided to name the unnamed road to the shrine 'Via Padre Pio'.

In most of these cases, prayer groups, both general and linked to Padre Pio, play a central role in the connections and interchange between the various deviant modern devotions. The 'devotees' involved create informal networks through which, in this case, the Pio cult can be vigorously disseminated.62

Devotional avalanche

Although Pio's popularity had become widespread early in his life, the devotional avalanche really only got under way during the 1980s. Because highly placed supporters within the Church swung into line behind him, his cause was taken up, and the devotional avalanche picked up speed. It was particularly Pope John Paul II himself who brought Marian and other devotions back to centre stage. Unusual cults which were not tolerated under previous popes could again emerge into the light of day. All this fits with the Pope's view of the strategic function of devotions within the Church, and is also connected with a new focus in the Church on 'popular devotions' as part of its pastoral ministry.63

A new church

Originally the Capuchin monastery with its Marian shrine lay about 2 kilometres outside San Giovanni Rotondo, but the expansion of the city has brought it within the built-up area. San Giovanni Rotondo, with a population of more than 25,000 (1998), is in the province of Foggia, and ecclesiastically under the authority of the diocese of Manfredonia. It is located at an altitude of 567 metres, on the Premontore del Gargano, a mountainous spur jutting out into the Adriatic Sea, in the extreme north of the region of Apulia.64 Apulia is one of the southern regions with a lower than average standard of living, a strongly agrarian character and high unemployment, and it is less developed socially and industrially. Moreover, the region exhibits the characteristics of 'southern Catholicism which, among other ways, expresses itself in stronger links with the Church and a religious traditionalism that is coupled with a relatively strong expression of popular religiosity.65 The empty and inhospitable Gargano has from antiquity been a region of richly varied sacred space. Three important old shrines are found on the plateau near one another: Monte Sant'Angelo (St Michael the Archangel), San Marco in Lamis (St Matthew the Apostle) and San Giovanni Rotondo (Santa Maria dell'Allegria).66 All three of these shrines are still heavily visited by pilgrims, although in the latter Marian devotion has been overshadowed in recent decades by the Padre Pio cult.

This shrine at San Giovanni Rotondo, with its multiple facilities, can thus serve as a material metaphor for the rapid development of the cult. The devotion began life in a small sixteenth-century chapel which afforded sufficient capacity for the devotion to Santa Maria delle Grazie. But from the 1930s it gradually became too small, as the stream of visitors who wished to meet Pio and have him hear their confessions increased sharply. Plans for a larger shrine were therefore developed. This large church was finally consecrated in 1959. Because of the 'canonization' of Pio by his devotees, after his death most of the spaces in and around the new church were collectively transformed into a sort of Pio museum and museum, in which people could follow a fixed 'Pio route' of all the important objects and spaces that had to do with his religious life and experiences. At the beginning of the 1990s it became clear that the capacity of this church and its annexe had become too small. In view of the exponential growth in the number of visitors, plans were made for a new shrine of colossal proportions: a central prayer space for more than 7,000 people and an open space for attendance at Mass that could hold at least 30,000 people.67 The building is a modern and fascinating design by the internationally famous Italian architect Renzo Piano. The church itself is shaped like a spiral seashell, opening at the front onto a large triangular square, the apex of which leads to the old shrine. The 'open' front consists of a sort of transparent curtain wall made of a strong plastic developed by NASA, on which will appear a powerful symbol designed by an American artist: a depiction of the New Jerusalem.68 It is expected that the church, dedicated to Padre Pio and Mary, will not be ready before at least 2002, after which the shrine with the body of Pio will be transferred to it.

It is in practice almost always problematic to work out the number of visitors at large shrines and pilgrimage sites.69 The figures which circulate constantly in the media are hardly ever more than vague estimates. The same is true for San Giovanni Rotondo. There are no precise or objective figures available for charting the size of the devotion there. The leaders of the cult have never been able
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- or perhaps never wanted - to count the number of visitors. Therefore an attempt to substantiate the existing figures is not out of place here.

In their annual 'Notizia finale', the Capuchins of San Giovanni Rotondo provide rough visitor figures, but these cannot be verified and deviate sharply from other estimates. The only person who has made a more precise calculation is the sociologist, Father Scervigni, during the 1980s. With full support from the Capuchins he consulted all sources and conducted large-scale surveys. For all that, for the numbers of visitors he appears to have depended on some conjecture. For 1985 he ultimately arrived at a total number of pilgrims of over a million (about 1.15 million), a significantly lower figure than those that were then (and previously) in circulation. It is not clear how the figures on pilgrims produced annually by the Capuchins are arrived at, and/or how one should interpret them. From the overview (see Table 1), the advances made by the cult at San Giovanni Rotondo during the 1990s become clear. But according to the Capuchins, these figures reflect only some of the pilgrims, and the figures must be at least doubled to arrive at the real number of visitors. This would mean 6-8 million visitors for 1999, an average of about 20,000 every day. Even insiders involved with the cult have their doubts about these high figures.

Figures from other sources differ a good deal. As a comparison, non-church, municipal sources in San Giovanni Rotondo were also consulted: the municipal Ufficio stampa, the Polizia municipale and the Azienda promozione turismo. The information bureau calculated very roughly that in 1999 7.5 million people (not pilgrims) visited the northwestern sector of the city where the shrine is also situated. The number of parking automobiles and busses was counted by officials placed along the highways, and this figure then multiplied by an unknown factor to arrive at the number of passengers. This count also includes a large number of residents who move about daily and visitors to the hospital. All told, then, it is difficult to say what the figure really means. The police have very different figures, which are also more trustworthy. They calculate the number of pilgrims who visited the city on tour buses ('pullman') in 1999 as about 1.5 million. To arrive at the total number of pilgrims, individuals who come by train or regularly scheduled bus services must be added. But in view of the fact that the overwhelming majority of pilgrims come to San Giovanni Rotondo by tour bus, the number of pilgrims cannot exceed 2-2.5 million. Data on hotel bookings provided by the visitors’ bureau confirm that the vast majority of the Italian pilgrims are individuals who have booked a bus trip to the grave of Padre Pio as part of a group, and therefore come only on a day trip.

In short, the great differences in figures say a good deal about the haziness surrounding the cult and the myth surrounding the person of Pio. The differences between the police count of tour buses and the figures from the cult leadership are particularly striking, because it is clear that the vast majority of visitors come to San Giovanni Rotondo in groups and by bus. In the final analysis, it is not possible to get hard figures. The most realistic estimate, on the basis of the data available, appears to me for the time being to be about 2.5 million pilgrims per year.

The media

One of the important forces in the development of the cult was and is direct interaction among the saint, his miracles, his devotion and all others. He is no obscure personage with tales of miracles from the distant past, but a 'contemporary' person, about whom the public have heard directly by radio, television and the printed media. This instant accessibility, in which visual material plays an important role, has made all this possible. One did not need to go to San Giovanni Rotondo oneself. One could check out what people were saying and make one’s own judgement.

The media have thus played a central role in introducing and situating Padre Pio as a popular national hero in Italy. In particular, for years on end popular magazines such as Vico, Gente and Gente Mos have been bringing out 'recruit' articles about Padre Pio, with evocative colour photographs, and telling the stories of 'ordinary' devotees. It is clear that the editors themselves were aware of the public interest in Pio and how this could contribute to higher circulation. Nevertheless, Gente Mos has conducted what could be called a 'devotional offensive': year after year issues were partially or largely devoted to Padre Pio, including colour covers with arresting titles. Moreover, devotion to Pio was frequently coupled with that to Mary, particularly her large institutionalized
devotions and cultic sites, in order to provide the controversial Pio with a new, more reliable 'pedestal'. A deluge of miracles accomplished by Pio were given airing in extensive articles. Italy was almost drowned into submission. The immense expansion in his cult during this period can largely be attributed to this.

The print media which were and are distributed from San Giovanni Rotondo, the propaganda instruments of the Capuchins and the prayer groups are likewise important for the cult. First and foremost is the magazine Vite di Padre Pio, which is produced in San Giovanni Rotondo, and distributed in six international languages: an Italian edition of about 100,000 copies, and English, French, German, Portuguese and Spanish editions with a collective print run of about 200,000 copies. Only Poland and the Netherlands have local editions produced in the countries themselves. The Pio prayer groups also counted as significant forces in the expansion of his devotion. These groups have multiplied across the whole world. In Italy there are now over 2,000 - 110 in Rome alone - meeting every month, and as a rule going to San Giovanni Rotondo two or three times per year. Their magazine, La Casa Sollievo della Sfacceria. Oeuvre officiale dei gruppi di preghiera, appears biweekly in Italy, and versions derived from it appear in other languages.

The beatification of Padre Pio in 1999 was one of the most heavily attended ceremonies of its kind of all time. Moreover, it was the first beatification to be spread across two of the archdioceses, St Peter's and St John Lateran. High-level political and administrative figures of Italy were present, including the Prime Minister and President of Italy, former Prime Minister Andreotti, ministers from the cabinet and Francesco Rustelli, then mayor of Rome. That Pio is indeed a political force to be reckoned with in Italy can be seen in the 2001 elections for a new Prime Minister. Shortly before his beatification the centre-left candidate Rustelli, who during the Jubilee Year of 2000 in Rome had learned the strength and power of Church and religion, hastened to make a 'private visit' (though publicly announced) to San Giovanni Rotondo - a genuflection at the grave of Pio to the vast middle group of Catholic voters who feel very strongly about him.81

Because of Pio's ever rising popularity, in the last few years the media have seized upon him as never before. Following up on Radio Maria and other religious broadcasters, in 2000 a separate station was devoted to Pio by the Capuchins: Radio Tua: La Voce di Padre Pio.82 Some media people jok ed about a guerra dei santii, the use of the sacred - or individual saints - to stimulate listener loyalty and increase ratings.83 In April and November two major Padre Pio films were broadcast on the most important Italian networks. The second of these was the nearly four-hour film, Padre Pio tra terra e Cielo, with the famous, good-looking Michele Placido in the starring role, broadcast during prime time on two successive evenings on Rai 1.84 It was a mega-event watched by respectively 42 and 50 per cent of Italian viewers - on the first evening 12 million and on the second 14 million - thus even outdoing the success of the earlier Pio film on Silvio Berlusconi's Mediaset (Channel 5).85 Cardinal Ennio Tonino, from the Curia, was quoted on the news, saying that Pio was depicted 'as he really was', a vera vita. The day before the first broadcast of the Rai film, the prominent national television talk show, Pinta a Pinta, devoted in transmission to Pio, with former Prime Minister Giulio Andreotti, the star Placido and the director as invited guests.86

Pio's sharply rising importance can also be seen in various surveys. Two American websites held polls for the 'Catholic of the twentieth century'. Padre Pio came fourth in these.87 These 'American' results also offer an indication of Pio's world-wide significance and the rapid growth of his cult in recent decades. It should also be noted that his canonization process, together with that of Faustina Kowalska, are among the fastest of modern times.

Displacement and destruction

It is not easy to convey the effects of the cult of Padre Pio on devotion to other saints. By their very nature, these effects are difficult or impossible to express in figures, and furthermore no systematic or general representative research has yet been done. Therefore the following remarks are tentative in nature.

Supplanting other cults

The first cult to be threatened by the rise of Padre Pio was that of Santa Maria delle Grazie in San Giovanni Rotondo itself, the sixteenth-century Marian shrine that is linked with the Capuchin monastery. As the popularity of Pio rose sharply, especially from the 1950s, the cult of Mary has been totally overshadowed. An act of devotion still takes place on 30 May, but that is about all one can say of it.88 A subsidiary factor in the relationship between Pio and Maria delle Grazie cannot go unmentioned here. Because Pio's cult was for a long time frowned on by the Vatican, it was somewhat problematic to publicise or discuss it as an independent devotion. But by discarding him and devotion to him under the heading of the original Marian shrine, the problem could be circumvented.89

In the latest pilgrimage guides this practice is no longer followed, and San Giovanni Rotondo is included as an autonomous Padre Pio shrine, while the miracles of the Madonna have been pushed aside by those of Padre Pio.90 Out of respect for tradition, however, the new mega-shrine in San Giovanni Rotondo is named for both Pio and Mary.

Outside San Giovanni Rotondo, elsewhere in Italy, the displacement of cults can also be seen, although the degree to which this is taking place is hard to determine. For instance, Padre Pio has also begun to assume an autonomous place in the new and popular Marian shrine at Civitavecchia/Pantano. The Spanish priest Pablo Martin had given the famous souvenir statue from Medjugorje to a 'lapsed' family in Pantano. When he heard that the image had cried, he was the one who informed the bishop about the tears of blood. Later, Martin reported that Padre...
Pio himself had "steered" him to do so. On one occasion, Martin reported, when he was praying at the grave of Padre Pio, Pio had instructed him not to return to Spain, but to go to the Parish in Civitavecchia, where "the most beautiful event in his life" would take place. As Padre Pio is the true orchestrator behind the miracles in Civitavecchia, where "the most beautiful event in his life" would take place. As Padre Pio is the true orchestrator behind the miracles in Civitavecchia, a large statue of him has been placed centrally in the Mary chapel. With this, a portion of the pilgrims focus themselves devotionally/ritually on Pio.

In Naples, particularly in the neighborhood to the west of the Via Toledo, for a number of years statues or likenesses in many formats of Padre Pio have been ubiquitous in the streets. The practice is that the images are not given a new devotional location, but as a rule are placed next to, below, above or in front of statues of saints already present. This happens in such a pronounced manner that it invades the older devotional traditions materially, spatially and devotionally. More rarely, an older icon is emptied out, spruced up and furnished with a new Pio image.

A simple and less serious devotional encroachment is the placement of prints or photos of Pio next to a saint's image or painting in a chapel. This happens not just in devotional sites where several holy persons are already being honoured collectively, but also in churches and chapels where a print of him is placed near a special painting or icon of Mary, and despite its limited size attracts disproportionate attention. This is a form of Pio devotion that is to be found everywhere in Italy.

The most widespread form of devotional displacement occurs when devotional prints, photographs and other representations of the Padre are given a place in private or semi-public spaces. This takes two forms: in one form, images are placed in a more or less visible location in shops or bars by the owner or other staff member; in the other, in the private sphere, prints are carried in jacket pockets, wallets or purses. The majority of images in Italy are owned and carried by those who have been impressed by some aspect of Padre Pio, often in their home or carried on their person. Although it is often not immediately visible, such images are commonly found in prints in wallets or purses, in small photo frames in bedrooms, on calendars in living rooms, or as a pocket shrine in a jacket or trouser pocket. The role of such images is sometimes underestimated. They are present everywhere; for instance, many car owners have a Pio print under the driver's seat or on the dashboard for protection. The driver's traditional patron saint, Saint Christopher, has been sidelined. It has been observed that the proportion of devotional prints of Mary and other saints has been reduced by the Pio images.

Penetrating other cults

Another aspect in which Pio functions as an invader and supplanter of cults is revealed in religious material culture. In general, the Italian shrines and pilgrimage sites generate an extensive devotional production that in each case is focused on the saint as the object of veneration. For several years now, and particularly since the beatification in 1999, one increasingly sees Padre Pio within the material culture of a particular pilgrimage site, appearing as an equal next to the cult object of the place. For example, in Assisi small dual devotional tableaux (dipinti) are for sale, with the pictures of both Franci of Assisi and Padre Pio. In view of the fact that Francis was the great model for Pio, such a combination is not entirely unexpected. But one would, then, expect the tableau to be for sale at San Giovanni Rotondo, but this is not the case. A similar panel of Maria Goretti and Pio is on sale in her shrine in Nettuno, although neither of them has anything to do with the other. Aside from the Goretti devotion, this object has no other function than to promote the person of Pio and strengthen his cult by linking it to another popular cult. From a commercial vantage point, sales in general are stimulated by Pio's popularity. Pio is not only coupled with popular Italian devotions. He can be found, for example, in devotional objects regarding the originally French Miraculous Medal (Paris, rue de Bac).

In honour of the Grand Jubilee 2000, the Capuchins of San Giovanni Rotondo themselves brought John Paul II and Pio together in a similar manner on a 'credit card devotional print', thereby suggesting that both would be central figures that year. Perhaps the monks hoped that the canonization of Pio would still take place that year. A comparable juxtaposition of Pio with central Christian figures is prominent in the diorama of his life in San Giovanni Rotondo. It includes the stable at Bethlehem and all the places where Pio lived; Pio is prominently in the Nativity scene, standing next to the infant Jesus. But the planned depiction of the New Jerusalem in the new shrine goes still further. It is clear to the devotees that through his stigmata and suffering, Pio lived a crucifixion, like a resurrected Christ. The Gargano promontory on which San Giovanni Rotondo lies is the new Calvary, the New Jerusalem. Pio represents, as it were, a new death on the Cross. In this connection, devotees stress that Pio was the first priest in history to receive the stigmata, and that through his suffering and his shedding blood, people are able to share in his spiritual well-being and his salutary and miraculous gifts. On photographs by devotees or in visions, Pio often appears beside and behind Christ, represented as a second or co-saviour.

Not only does Pio place himself in existing cults and concepts of holiness, but established ecclesiastical rules and procedures are broken through, by and for him. For instance, in September 2000, for the first time in history, a parish in a new neighbourhood of Ostia-Rome was consecrated to an individual who was merely beatified - and that was Padre Pio. After a pilgrimage to San Giovanni Rotondo, the priest asked for a dispensation from the Vatican Congregatione per il Culto Divino to consecrate the church to him. The request was honoured, with, as justification, the fact that the spiritual weight of the blessed Pio is known throughout the world.
Pio in competition with himself

Finally, Pio really lives up to his epithet *dexterus* in the sense that he is undermining his own cult as it exams at San Giovanni Rotondo. Since 1999, the devotion there has come under pressure. This can on the one hand be explained by a decline in visitors after the top year of the beatification (1999), and on the other by the Jubilee Year 2000 in Rome, which drew pilgrims in a different direction. Another factor, however, which has played a role since the beatification is that since the Catholic Church formally permits public devotion to Pio, he can openly be venerated in churches and chapels. This has led to the establishment of small local shrines where Beato Pio can be venerated by those who would find it difficult to travel all the way to San Giovanni Rotondo. The prayer groups, in particular, are involved in initiating the creation of new ‘Pio corners’.

Further, to a greater degree than before 1999, all the other locations with which Pio was connected in one way or another are profiting from their new-found status and popularity. For example, in the region of Puglia and Campania, devotional routes for Pio devotees have been laid out running past his birthplace and the houses where he grew up, and calling in at eleven Capuchin cloisters where he lived or with which he had links during his life.

In the meantime, the double location Pietrelcina/Piana Romana has developed into a pilgrimage site in its own right. Pietrelcina has his birthplace and childhood home and the church with which he was connected; the famous Piana Romana is where his parents owned land, and where he regularly withdrew in meditation and prayer under an elm, and also received the stigmata. Immediately adjoining this holy place, on 22 October 2000, a large new reception-prayer space for pilgrims came into use, and property has already been purchased for the future realization of a large shrine. On this occasion, relics of Padre Pio were displayed to the public for the first time. According to the Superior of the Capuchin monastery recently established in the village, in 1999 nearly 1 million pilgrims visited the site—a figure that is clearly only a rough estimate.

While each of these elements means an absolute increase in devotion to Pio, at the same time they have put pressure on the popularity of the shrine at San Giovanni Rotondo. In both 1999 and 2000 attendance at his feast on 23 September was lower than in previous years. The municipal police estimate that the number of pilgrims to San Giovanni Rotondo in the year 2000 decreased by roughly 25 per cent; the Capuchins calculate the drop as 10 per cent.

Balance

In the final decades of the twentieth century, Padre Pio assumed world stature. Never before has devotion to a saint become so widespread and so intense in so short a time. But analogous to his gift of bilocation, his personality and cult are in a sense ambiguous and equivocal. Despite all the published documentation, he has begun to assume an increasingly mythic aspect, a saint who is esteemed for his spirituality, simplicity and humility, but who nevertheless allows an embarrasing display of devotional instrumentality, as a miracle worker, healer and bearer of the stigmata, scourger and possessor of powers of bilocation, disentiation of the ‘odour of sanctity’, appearances, etc. It is particularly for his humility, simplicity and miraculous powers that large numbers of people in Italy and elsewhere in the world want to commit themselves to him; he is the modern-day saint whom those in distress can call upon, the spiritual guide par excellence.

Many grant him the unconditional personal trust, which they will not or cannot grant the official Church (in view of its condemnation by the Church). His undying status and victim role make him pre-eminently suitable as a support for ‘seeking’ believers at a time when new, postmodern forms of spirituality, religion and church are emerging. The expansion of his cult has also been assisted by Pope John Paul II whose personal devotional perceptions formally helped to re-establish Pio and to fulfil late religious needs. This devotional and strategic manoeuvre was intended to sideline the Church’s fundamentalist movements and offer the Pio cult a more ‘normal’ and official existence.

At the dawn of the twenty-first century, the Pio cult is still characterised by contradictions. It is housed in one of the most architecturally interesting modern church buildings while its devotional practice is characterized by a traditional ritual and spiritual repertoire and a cult object – Pio – which has little in common with the new models of holiness propagated by the Church. That this cult has been able to mobilize such masses of ‘devotees’ despite the paradigmatic changes and renewals in Church and society is remarkable and interesting.

The Pio cult can be characterized as a traditional healing devotion, but its devotees deviate from the classic model of sanctity. In mid-1985 sociological research into the cult in San Giovanni Rotondo showed that cult followers were divided more equally between men and women – that is, the number of women exceeded the number of men by only about 9 per cent – than is the case for most other saints’ devotees. Almost 75 per cent of the visitors were over 45, and visitors more or less reflected national averages in terms of educational levels. Nor was there an imbalance in their places of origin: 40 per cent came from cities and 60 per cent from rural areas. Furthermore, Pio’s spiritual and/or miraculous powers appeal not only to devotees from the south of Italy, but to a great degree also to those from the centre and north of the country. The characterization of Padre Pio as ‘everybody’s Cyrenean’ is therefore to a large extent accurate.

Whatever the case, the Padre Pio phenomenon has clearly been responsible for a devotional and religious revival that has been noticeable in all layers of Italian society, a revival which, in comparison with other western countries, could only have been made possible by the fundamentally different position that ‘religion’ assumes in Italy and the different ways of dealing with the ‘sacred’ in society there. In Italy whereas participation in the institutional Church and its celebrations has declined, traditional religiosity and popular devotions have
survived. The almost nationwide acceptance of and trust in the holy healer and spiritual guide Padre Pio offer a pre-eminent example of just this phenomenon.

Notes

With thanks to Ewout Kierkels, MA, of Rome, for his assistance, and to the anthropologist Joëlt Gottman, also of Rome, for his suggestions. The fieldwork for this investigation in San Giovanni Rotondo and Pietrelcina/Piana Rotondana was carried out on 23–23 September 1999 and 11–18 October 2000, and in general in Italy throughout 2000. The article was made possible in part by support from the Netherland’s Organization for Scientific Research (NWO).

1 A large proportion of this library is to be found in San Giovanni Rotondo. All publications concerning Padre Pio and his cult are collected in the Sala di Lettura Padre Pio, on the Viale Cappuccini 99, 71023 San Giovanni Rotondo. The library was founded in 1990, close by the shrine and the hospital, and specializes in three subjects: the spirituality and life of Padre Pio, the spirituality and history of the Franciscan movement, of which Padre Pio was a member, and the spirituality and history of the Church; and the history of San Giovanni Rotondo, Apulia and Italy, and other countries as so far they are relevant to Padre Pio. In 2000 it comprised about 35,000 books, 5,000 brochures, 2,500 manuscripts and 60 periodical titles; on this library, see: Antonio Villani, ‘La Sala di Lettura Padre Pio’, I’Hor de Padre Pio 31 (October 2000): 42–3. See further the now dated bibliography, A. de Ribalpouto, Molti hanno scritto il loro, Bibliografia de Padre Pio de Pietrelcina, 2 voli (San Giovanni Rotondo: Ed. Padre Pio, 1986), and the hundreds of titles on Pio that can be found through the Istituto Centrale per il Catalogo Unico: http://occp.ghn.it.

2 The most important archive of materials by and about Padre Pio is in the Capuchin monastery at San Giovanni Rotondo; in addition there are the parish and Capuchin archives in Pietrelcina, and in the Vatican archive (not publicly available) the items in relation to his beatification and the files which were examined with regard to the investigations and controversies between the Capuchins and the Vatican regarding his persons and cult.

3 Although printed in a limited edition, these items are not yet available to the public. The most important argument against public release is the protection of privacy still alive who are in one manner or another involved in the process, for instance by having provided personal witness. Although in the possession of the new religious, Fr. Piero Traversi, and the vice-postulant Gerardo di Flumeri, as a matter of principle they are not accessible to the public. As long as the issue is not made public, one will need to await the official disclosure date for sealed Vatican archives, now about seventy-five years. Response to examine the materials before that term expires can be submitted to the Congregatione delle Causa dei Santi.


5 Alessandro di Ribalpoutto, Padre Pio de Pietrelcina. Un santo per tutti (Foggia, 1974); later a condensed edition was produced under the same title, which was also translated into English as: Padre Pio of Pietrelcina: Everyday’s Saintmen (2nd edn 1996), and the ‘official’ biography by Fernando de Riu Pio, Padre Pio de Pietrelcina, crocifisso senza crine (Rome, 1975); San Giovanni Rotondo: Ed. Padre Pio, 1998, 6th edn; for the information given in this article about the person of Pio, the reader is referred to these volumes. See further the short contribution by Alessandro di Ribalpouto, ‘Forgione, Francesco’, in Biblioteca Santorum primo appello (Rome: Città Nuova, 1987), p. 498. The journal is published by the Capuchins: Studi in Padre Pio: Rassegna quadrimestrale di ricerca su Padre Pio 1 (2000) (January–April) (publisher: Edizione Voca di Padre Pio).


12 After Pio was stigmatized, he became gesellzah; for this episode see Riva Cummelleri, La storia di Padre Pio (Casale Monferrato: Piemme, 1993), pp. 77–91.


19 For a brief discussion of San Giovanni Rotondo and its cult, in its development strongly ‘captured’ to anthropological concepts, see McCartney, San Giovanni Rotondo and the shrine of Padre Pio, pgs. 77–97; among many others see further the sites: www.paiadelpio.org; www.padre-pio.it; www.santapadrepio.com; www.santapadrepio.it; www.abolep/padrepio/; and padrepia.freeservers.com.

20 In the 1980s his cult was not yet so general or determined through all social classes; see Scarvaglieri, Pelлегrazione ed esperienza religiosa, pp. 125–7, 287–339; in the 1990s, the cult became more or less general. For a listing of Italian VIPS among Pio’s devotees, see for instance: Laura della Colla, ‘All Padre Pio fan club’, Panorama, 23 November 2000, p. 19.


22 This writer did not have an opportunity to conduct large-scale quantitative research on this point. But on the basis of a large number of interviews and conversations with Italians and a survey of media reports, the number of persistent opponents or critics of Padre Pio can be estimated at less than 5 per cent of the total population. Also, as a rule writers are no longer negative towards him: Antonio Motta, Sottili per Padre Pio (Novara: Istituzionale, 1999).

23 For the significance of the hospital, see: McCartney, ‘To suffer and never to die’ pp. 62–4, and further, Da Rave Pio X, Padre Pio, pp. 311–35. Regarding conversions and the hospital, see also for a pleasant impression the cult practice in 1968: H. V. Morrison, A Traveller in Southern Italy (London: Methuen, 1969).

24 In an interview on the television programme, Penta a Penta (‘Il nuovo padre Pio’), 8 November 2000, on Rai 1.

25 Informante, age 48, from Mollica (VC), 26 December 2000. Believers is the quality or capacity of being physically (or at least visibly) present in two different places at the same time. In certain respects, one could qualify one of the two situations as an apparition. See regarding this Gerus Girens, Esperienze e manifestazioni (Rome: Ed. Mediterranea, 1970).


27 On his model of suffering see: McCartney, ‘To suffer and never to die’, p. 59.


31 On his practice in confession, see Da Rave Pio X, Padre Pio, pp. 201–51.


33 Scarvaglieri, Pellegrazione ed esperienza religiosa, pp. 253–62. The percentages were obtained on the basis of answers to open questions in the surveys: a percentage shift occurred with multiple choice questions.

34 Interview with Gerardo & Flaner, in San Giovanni Rotondo, 18 October 2000.

35 Regarding pilgrims’ participation in rituals, see Scarvaglieri, Pellegrazione ed esperienza religiosa, pp. 228–46.

36 For these qualities see, among others: Da Rave Pio X, Padre Pio, pp. 185–98; Jim Gallagher, Padre Pio, apparizioni, guarigioni e miracoli sele testimonianze di chi li vive cono (Milan: San Paolo, 1999), pp. 32–124.


39 Relics of the first category are parts of the body of a saint; relics of the second category are objects which belonged to him or her; and relics of the third category have only been in temporary contact with relics of the first or second category.

40 See www.ncfp.org/fraud.htm.


42 In addition to the usual votive gift, a separate genre appears to have arisen of planting portraits of Padre Pio or otherwise depicting him, by drawing, painting, making mosaics, in needlework or carving. A great deal of this amateur art or craft work hangs in the shrine or in the halls of letters Padre Pio, and is further stored in the archive. See also Antonio Ciccozze, Padre Pio visto da Antonio Ciucio: dipinti, disegni, schizzi e una biografia del 1938 al 1995 (Florence, 1999). For practical reasons, it is almost impossible to discourage turning money offerings and letters of intention. Graffiti have been systematically removed at least since the 1960s, see Morton, A Traveller in Southern Italy. In this connection, it is startling to see that the study by G. B. Bosini (ed.) Papi o santi? in Paglia, E il Cappello (Florence: L. O. Olidaki, 1993), entirely neglects the Pio/Mary shrine at San Giovanni Rotondo and its votive gifts.


44 For the ecclisial politics of this Pope, see, Menozzi, I papà del ‘900, pp. 94–123.

62 See, for instance, M. van Uden et al. (eds) (1987) Oor geluk: Onder ledenversamming van een weten
66 Regarding this church, the architect and ‘binding’ San Giovanni Rottone, see Stefano Menchetti, ‘Miracolo economico’, La Spaccio, 17 February 2001, pp. 24-30.
68 A common focus with regard to figures exists for other greater times as well: for example, at the shrine of Antony of Padua, at Padua, in the beginning of the twentieth century 700,000 hosts were being distributed annually; this figure allows one to refer to the faithful from the asylum, who also come in large numbers because of the art-historical measures in the church. The magazine Messaggero di Santi'Antonio has a print run of 800,000 in Italy; see Passa, Lareme e amicg, pp. 97-8. At Lorenzo, in the basins of the La Santa Casa, just under 700,000 hosts were distributed annually during the 1990s (only in 1995, the jubilee marking the 700th year of S. Casa di Lorenzo, it was around 900,000). But there the cult leadership insists on multiplying this by the factor of 4 to obtain the ‘correct’ total number of pilgrims: between 3,700,000 and 4,200,000 pilgrims per year; see ‘Tabello del flusso dei pellegrini a Loreto’, published by S. Casa di Loreto, 2000.
69 Scavagléri, Pellegrinaggi ed esperienza religiosa, p. 71.
70 Even the March issue of the House of Padre Pio has a brief summary,“Notizie false sulle del santuario”, which includes some key figures for the previous year.
71 Scavagléri, Pellegrinaggi ed esperienza religiosa, pp. 70-5: for this he took the number of individuals and groups who had signed the register as his point of departure (about 500,000), doubled that for those who had not signed, and increased that by a factor of 50 percent of the number of pilgrims who had come in groups (about 125,000). In 1985 the number of communions was around 140,000; see Scavagléri, Pellegrinaggi ed esperienza religiosa, p. 61.
72 See, for instance, in Sant'Antonio’s ‘Atti de iorrori e de luichien de falo, vol. 1’ (Milano: Compagnia Generale Edit., 1970), p. 249, where they were then already writing of ‘ormamente alcuni miliomi l’anno’.
73 This factor is roughly equivalent to that used by Scavagléri for 1985: for the year of his research he came out with 1.15 million pilgrims while the number of pilgrims ‘registered’ by the Capuchins was half a million. It is unclear, however, whether his figure was founded on a more precise count, or whether he was also applying this factor. Still higher estimates, which run from 3 to 8 million through variations such as ‘more than Lourdes or Fatima’ and ‘more than Lourdes and Fatima put together’, are currently circulating in the literature and the media. Both sanctuaries receive, in rather precise calculated figures, around 5 million visitors each. San Giovanni Rottone is clearly not twice the size of Lourdes.
74 These were individuals involved with organizing and leading Dutch/Belgian pilgrimages to San Giovanni Rottone.
75 The calculation was as follows: on weekdays the police counted an average of forty buses in the car park, each with about fifty passengers, the average group size (and bus capacity: see Scavagléri, Pellegrinaggi ed esperienza religiosa, p. 73); 60-80 buses on Saturdays, and 300-350 on Sundays and feast days. In total that comes to a minimum
of 1,456,000 and a maximum of 1,638,000 pilgrims. On 16 September 2000, a special caspuck was issued by the town centre for 150 buses, financed with Jubilee funds, was put into use.

76 The data from the Attente Promozione Turistica also appear to indicate lower figures. The bureau reported that the number of overnight stays in 1999 was about 496,000, of whom only 37,000 were non-Italian. Most pilgrims stayed overnight one to two nights. In 2000 the number of overnight stays fell, while the number of hotels had doubled in the previous year with an eye to the Jubilee Year and the beatification. The Attente calculated the number of hotels in 2000 at around 80, with about an additional 100 private houses renting out rooms.


81 Umberto Renco, “Rurelli, omaggio a padre Pio,” La Repubblica, 21 December 2000, p. 22. This was not his first strategic manoeuvre of that nature; in 1995, thirteen years after being married in the masses, it was suggested that, on the contrary, in 2000 there had been more visitors. The marriage celebrated there too.

82 It was launched in September with a trial issue of an accompanying Bulletin Informativo. The station can be heard across Europe via satellite.


84 Produced by Rai in cooperation with Vide-Len, directed by Giulio Basset, broadcast on 11 and 12 November 2000.

85 A similar biographical film, directed by Carlo Carli and starring Sergio Castellito, was broadcast on 17 and 19 April 2000, on Mediaset’s Canal 5, drawing 12.5 million viewers (46 percent of all viewers in Italy); see International Herald Tribune, “Italy Daily” supplement 21 April 2000.Interpretation a film about “such a great saint” for advertising was found wrong and misleading; see press release ADN/Romao, 18 April 2000. However, the film was repeated on 23 and 24 April 2001.

86 No September 2000, on Rai 1, wish the title “Il nuovo Padre Pio”. On 11 April 2001 there was again a “Porta a Porta” dedicated to Father Pio, under the title of “I miracoli di Padre Pio”.

87 “Verdering katholiek van de deu”, Katholieke Nieuwsk, 31 December 1999. Ahead of Pio were Pope John Paul II, Mother Teresa and Pope John XXIII.

88 In the crypt of the church one can also identify certain changes. The large tomb of